
ORIGIN, CURRENT POPULARITY, AND 
BEST PRACTICES



BRUT IPA 

• What is it? 

• Where did it start? 

• Is it a Fad or does it have staying power? 

• Who is brewing them? 

• How can I brew one at home? 

• Questions and Anwsers



WHAT IS BRUT 
IPA?

A NEW TAKE ON IPA 
THAT IS DEFINED BY 
COMPLETE 
DRYNESS, LOW 
BITTERNESS, AND 
HIGH LEVELS OF 
CARBONATION



FIRST SAMPLE SKA BREWING  
MORAL PANIC

Huge tropical hop aromatics with an 
exceptionally dry finish
A wealth of Galaxy and Citra hops added post-boil give this Brut IPA low actual 
bitterness and big tropical flavor. Fruity and citrus notes abound in this smooth and 
refreshing, Champagne-like brew. Moral Panic Brut IPA is well carbonated and 
spritz; drinks easy and finished dry.
SOUL MATES
Spicy Thai food pairs great with the effervescence of this bright 
and dry, Champagne-like IPA.



WHERE DID IT 
START?
• Social Kitchen (SF) 

• Brewer Kim Sturdavant 

• First brewed late 2017 

• Extra Enzyme from 
attempting a high 
gravity Triple IPA 

• Lightbulb moment



IS IT A FAD?

CHECKS ALL THE BOXES 
FOCUS ON DRINKABILITY 
GAINING MOMENTUM



OVER 1,000 LISTINGS ON UNTAPPD
EMBRACED BY LARGEST BREWERIES IN CRAFT 
BEER



WHO IS BREWING THEM?

• Sierra Nevada “BRUT” new seasonal 

• Drake’s Brewing “Brightside” seasonal 

• Coronado Brewing “Cosmic Ocean” Artist IPA Series 

• SKA Brewing “Moral Panic” 

• Duck Foot  

• Resident Brewing 

• Indiana City Brewing “Brut IPA” semi regular



KEYS TO BREWING A GREAT 
BRUT IPA

• Simple Grain Bill 

• Must have Enzyme 

• Low IBU in boil 

• High concentration of whirlpool/ dry hop 

• Higher Level of carbonation



WHEN/ WHAT TYPE OF 
ENZYME?
• Alphamylase 

• Betamylase 

• Pullulanase?? 

• Three chances to add (Mash, Wort, Fermentor) 

• Mash lower infusion rest 145* f 

• Wort even lower rest 142* f 

• Fermentor any time





SECOND SAMPLE CORONADO 
COSMIC OCEAN

Cosmic Ocean Brut IPA: 

Style:                Brut IPA 

ABV:                7.0% 

IBU:                  55 

Hops:                Mosaic 

Package:          16oz can four packs, draft



RISKS OF 
ENZYME

-TOO HOT KILLS 
ENZYME 
-NEEDS TIME TO 
CONVERT 
-FERMENTOR 
NOTHING TO 
PREVENT THE 
YEAST/ ENZYME 
FROM 
COMPLETE 
FERMENTATION 
-YEAST IS NOT 
ABLE TO BE 
HARVESTED 
(AUTOLYSIS)



BRUT IPA EXBEERIMENT

• One added to mash, other to 
fermentor 

• Used Amylo300 

• Mash Temp of 122* 20min then 
ramped to 148* for 40min 

• FG mash 1.007 FG Fermentor 1.002 

• 24 testers, 18 were able to 
distinguish, Split on preference of 
taste 

• Author Frazer may add at both 
points in future



SAMPLE RECIPE 
COLLIN KAMISKI (FORMERLY DOWNTOWN 
JOE’S)

• Water: 30ppm CA 10ppm MG <100ppm SO4 <30ppm Cl 
MASH PH Target: 5.4 

• Grist: 45% 2Row 45% Pils 10% Vienna 

• Enzyme Amylase and Pullulanase during mash at 145 

• Hops: Anything “Fruity” 

• Additions: NO Bittering charge 20BU @ 15min BIG hopstand 
1.5oz/gl Dry Hop 1.5oz/gl 

• Carbonation 2.7-3.5 volumes CO2



MY (FAILED) EXAMPLE 
HOGAN’S BLACK TIE AFFAIR
• Brewed: Friday March 7th 

• Kegged: Tuesday March 19th 

• Vitals:                                                                                               
Batch Size 3.5gl                                                                                     
OG 1.058                                                                                      
FG 1.004                                                                                
IBU ??                                                                                     
ABV 7.1                                       

• Grain:                                                                                    
49% 2-Row                                 49% Pilsner                                   
2% Dark Munich (approx 20*L)                                                    

• HOPS:                                                                                  
Mash Hop Green Bullet  4 IBU                                                                        
Flame Out Citra 1.5oz Mosaic 1oz                            
DryHop 3:1 Mosaic-Citra 1.25oz/gl 

• Enyzyme                                                          BSG Amylase 
Formula (DO NOT USE) added to mash 30min 139* also 
added to wort pre-boil 30min 130* 1g pre pound of 
grain each time.    

• Yeast: Wyeast 1056 1.25L starter from 3rd gen harvest



CHANGES FOR 
NEXT 
ATTEMPT

-ELIMINATE MUNICH 
-USE AMYLO300 
-KEEP ENZYME IN 
MASH 
-YEAST WYEAST 
1217-PC



CONCLUSION
USE AN ENZYME  
HEALTHY YEAST PITCH HIGHLY ATTENUATING STRAIN 
CARBONATE IN THE HIGH 2.+ VOLS 



                 QUESTIONS?



SOURCES

• https://drinkdrakes.com/how-we-brew-brightside-
extra-brut-ipa/ 

• http://brulosophy.com/2018/11/26/adding-enzyme-
to-the-mash-vs-to-the-beer-in-brut-ipa-exbeeriment-
results/ 

• https://beerandbrewing.com/the-birth-of-the-brut-
ipa/ 

• Email interview with Collin Kaminski next slide
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General:

Are you still professionally brewing?
I stopped production brewing in 12/16. My back is pretty weak from carrying sacks of grain up a ladder for 15 years. I 
still consult and design new recipies but mostly I design equipment for MoreBeer.

Have you seen/tried Brut IPA yet?
I love Bruts! It might be my favorite beer style now.

Does the style have legs?
I think it does. It has a lot of qualities they brewers and customers have been looking for. Lots of flavor. Nice aromas. 
Not cloying. Not extreme alcohol. It's fun to brew and safe to serve in a pub. 



Brut IPA specific:

Is it as "easy" as just throw enzymes in a normal IPA recipe?
Yes, and No. Enzymes take some special attention. The recipe flavors are familiar to anyone who has made a West 
Coast IPA.

Can you achieve a similar FG with mash techniques alone? ie low mash temp, recirculation, mash out for complete 
conversion?
Not even close. California ale yeast will ferment a 1.060 batch to about 1.012 to 1.015. This is a lot of residual 
sweetness that we can dry out with sugar additions or enzymes. Even with 10% dextrose FGs are about 1.008. 
Brut's should be 1.000 or lower!

Does the malt bill require discussion consideration? Use more/less specialty to affect perceived body
The body is really light so I am seeing base malt with a slightly darker german base malt for some biscuit flavors. No 
crystals.

Any special hop considerations? Use more classic C hops? Eliminate bittering charge?
The hops I am seeing are the tropical and stony fruit varieties. I like the citrus varieties but I am not seeing them in 
production. It's still a new style and even big breweries are struggling to identify the style.



Enzyme specific:

You are the first I can recall taking about using enzymes. Was this just to aid attenuation? Another reason?
Yes, I like really dry IPAs. I needed to make a triple IPA as all my friends were and I hated all my attempts. I finally 
switched to enzymes in an effort to make a clean, dry 12% IPA.

Are you still using enzymes in your beer? Only a certain style?
My Triple recipe still is in production but my replacement can't make it work. I would start at 1.084 and finish at 
0.992. He is finishing at 1.008 and it does not taste at all like my recipe. I recently consulted at Joe's to formulate a 
Brut recipe for him and I gave him some high level understanding about the enzymes so perhaps it will improve the 
next time it is made.

Where do you have the most success with adding enzymes? Mash or fermentation?
They both work. Both have advantages and drawbacks.
Mash: These enzymes are really fragile and even 145F can denature them. No enzymes are in your yeast so it is 
easy to repich.
Fermenter: No worries about denaturing enzymes. Repitching the yeast is problematic.

I am going to add a couple of questions here:

What enzymes are useful?
There are really two enzymes of interest. Amylase is the most common. Pullulanase is also used usually with 
Amylase. I love the Pullulanase. The combination breaks all the bonds and leaves the most fermentable and lowest 
mouthfeel beer.



How do you add enzymes hot side?
Because the enzymes are so fragile you have to be really careful. One way is to stir the mash in at 145F and make 
sure it is really all 145F. Then add the enzyme and wait a full 60 minutes. I have had mixed results with this. I 
attribute that to hop pockets in the mash. I have even gone to recirculating for 1hr after adding the enzymes. The 
other way I learned from Kim at the Social Kitchen. Mash and lauter as normal. Hold the sweet wort at 142 in the 
boil kettle and add enzymes there. Hold for 60 min and then boil as normal.

How do you add enzymes cold side?
This is really easy. Simply add them right after pitching the yeast.

You mention yeast not "liking" enzymes? Is this strain dependent? Or all yeast in general?
This is the hard part and where all the brewers experience and skill comes into play. With no mouthfeel, subtle 
flavors and very little bitterness there has to be a really clean fermentation. You have to pull out all the tricks here. 
here is what I do:
Add 1.5G of ZnSO4 to 7bbl
Add 250G of Go-Ferm
Pitch Yeast and set to 63F
Add Enzymes here. I have not found the dosage to be fery particular as long as there is enough. I am sure more 
experience will help me with this.
When 1/3 of the gravity has been removed Add 100G of Fermaid-K and warm to 68F

This is the lowest ester process I have found. I am sure there are other methods.



Recipe:

Any ingredients to avoid? Any a must have?
Crystals ruin a Brut. They are overpowering.

Any particular tweaks you find beneficial?
Be subtle.

Can you give a rough recipe? Percentages and lbs/bbl would be more than enough.
Water:
about 30 ppm CA
about 10 ppm Mg
<100 ppm SO4
<35 ppm Cl
CO3 to hit 5.4 mash pH (I use NaCO3 if I am starting with RO water)

Grist:
45% Weyermann Pilsner
45% Rahr Two Row
10% Weyermann Vienne

Hops:
No bittering addition.
20-25 IBUS at 15 min
a big hop stand I use 3# in 7bbls
Dry hop at 1.008 with a big addition. I use 3#.

Carbonate a little higher than an IPA.


